Scenario 1: A predator approaches!

R species
- Odd #: Baby hides from predator. Baby survives
- Even #: Predator finds baby. Lose 2 babies

K Species
- 1 to 4: Parent fights the predator off! Baby survives
- 5 to 6: Parent can’t fight predator. Lose 1 baby

Scenario 2: You haven’t seen your parents the whole day

R species
- 1 to 4: Baby can survive alone. Baby survives
- 5 to 6: Baby runs into trouble. Lose 1 baby

K Species
- 1 to 4: Parent returns to baby by sunset. Baby survives
- 5 to 6: Parent does not return. Lose 2 babies

Scenario 3: Hungry Babies

R species
- Odd #: Baby finds food successfully. Baby survives
- Even #: Baby can’t find enough food. Lose 3 babies

K Species
- 1 to 4: Parent brings baby food! Baby survives
- 5 to 6: Parent can’t find any food for baby. Lose 1 baby
Scenario 4: Baby needs water!

R species

Odd #: Baby finds a water source! Baby survives

Even #: Baby can’t find any water. Baby survives

K Species

1 to 4: Parent helps baby find water. Baby survives

5 to 6: Parent and baby can’t find any water. Lose 1 baby

Scenario 5: It’s cold outside, better find some shelter!

R species

Odd #: Baby finds a nice cozy shelter. Baby survives

Even #: Baby can’t find a place to stay. Lose 2 babies

K Species

1 to 4: Parent helps baby find shelter! Baby survives

5 to 6: Parent can’t find a place to stay. Lose 1 baby

Scenario 6: A disease spreads through the area.

R species

Odd #: Baby does not get disease. Baby survives

Even #: Baby catches disease. Lose 1 baby

K Species

Odd #: Baby does not get disease. Baby survives

Even #: Baby catches disease. Lose 1 baby